Introduction.
Let R be a von Neumann algebra on the Hilbert space H, G a topological group, and a-><p(a) a representation of G as a group of *-automorphisms of R. Recall that a-><p(a) is continuous in the strong-bounded topology if and only if sup
\\[<p(a)(T) -T]x\\ ->0
(a-*e) res.imigi for al! xEH. The purpose of this note is to show that for certain von Neumann algebras R and certain groups of *-automorphisms <p(a), the continuity of <p(a) in the strong-bounded topology is a very restrictive condition.
For 1. The results. We make two preliminary remarks before going on to the main theorems.
First, note that if xEH is cyclic for R' and
realms i then a-><p(a) is continuous in the strong-bounded topology. The second remark is contained in the following lemma. Lemma 1.1. Let R be a von Neumann algebra on H, G a topological group, and a-xp(a) a representation of G as a group of *-automorphisms of R, continuous in the strong-bounded topology. Let Sbe a von Neumann algebra and <p: R-^S a ^-isomorphism.
Then a-xj> o <p(a) o<p~l is a representation of G as a group of *-automorphisms of S, continuous in the strong-bounded topology.
Proof. By Dixmier [l, Theoreme 3, p. 58] , it suffices to consider three special cases: (1) <p is an ampliation <p: T->F®7, where 7 is the identity on some Hilbert space K; (2) <p is an induction, (j>: T->Te, where £ is a projection in R' with central support equal to 7; (3) cp is a spatial isomorphism.
Cases (2) and (3) Before proving Theorem 1.2, we make a few preliminary remarks and prove a preliminary lemma.
Let <p be a *-automorphism of R. Recall that <p is freely acting on R if, given a nonzero projection P in R, there exists a nonzero projection Q in R such that Q^P and Q±<p(Q). In general, there exist projections P and Q, fixed under ip, such that <p is the identity on RQ and is freely acting on RP. For each <p(s), let Ps and Qs be the corresponding P and Q. Note that PS=P_S and QS = Q-S. Theorem 1.2 will be proved if we can show P, = 0 for all s.
Every abelian von Neumann algebra is *-isomorphic to a maximal abelian von Neumann algebra. Hence, by Lemma 1.1 it suffices to consider the case in which R is maximal abelian. In this case the spectral theorem states that R is unitarily equivalent to the multiplication algebra of some measure space (M, p.) . From now on we assume that R is such a multiplication algebra. Next, a lemma needed in the proof of Theorem 1.2. 
<p(r)(T)-T]xQ\\l^u(P,Q). |r|g»,reR,nrigi
If tp is a *-automorphism of R and 93 leaves a projection P absolutely fixed, then (pn leaves R absolutely fixed (ra=£l). Hence, <2«/« = (?« and therefore P^in^Ps-From this it follows that p(PsQ) ^ n(P"nQ) 
Then there exist integers w0<«i<
• • • j + oo such that E([nk, nk + l))^0 (k^O). Choose a minimal projection Po^E([n0, w0 + l)) and xEPo(H), ||x||=l. Choose partial isometrics Uk (k^l) such that U*Uk=Po and Pk = Uk U* ^E([nk, nk + l)). Now since multiplication on the right by U(s) carries the unit ball of R onto itself
xe [0,l] Now nk -n01 + oo as k f + oo. It is unknown to the author whether or not an analogue of The- Proof.
There exists some index set B such that R= y^geS-Kg, where each Rg has a faithful finite trace. Note that each <p(s) leaves Cent R fixed and hence <p(s) = X^es©1^5)-where <p$(s) is a oneparameter group of *-automorphisms of Rp. An argument like that used in the proof of Lemma 1.1 shows that <p(s) is continuous in the strong-bounded topology if each <pp(s) is. Hence, we may assume jR has a faithful finite trace. By Lemma 1.1, we may assume R has a trace vector x. By the remarks preceeding Lemma 1.1, it suffices to 
